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-410etirtg-and Preparing youth.; ;adults far survival in time of natural,
te0Soloqical, or natioigil disaster is of the FriOrity-and is a task
of 4iMibse propartittns. :The refeise Civil .Preparedness agency (raA) attends .

tkt.ige.priority 'taxi is continuo** engaged in the task of educating, and
:40,014114 tlse le el of prepare the citizeny of the Uttited States.

*eparation of the 'Your Chino; to Oats was a major step toward
0704041-0Gi4i0i0d:ed9ont4on far t sign people in ,dinaner-tx04ngi It. was °

reCoiniSiethtiemier,- that .aniCticatiOnal prograei similar to Yvorailrnce to_LiVe

to s Oi.30001 iii. -t:1* area of DE*41 Awbrpeoplii .Based on fisidf
.

i4-0'kt 4450-Witim 'irkWrit it aFteas* thet #001Pg3AtiteFSAS` currently
i94.414.0..*0 thiiirOepi4unt- area were not adequate tie in.8d05.

Weft laijarabtory fir 8:kraticoallieseirch and reim14-
(E WL) was,' therefore, to analyze available materials, and to design and

,,cleVelOp si!Ppletrettarx ones that would prepare young people to cope with rredipil
en4gertcies ditch might occur in natural, technologir). and national disasters.
Vateivaterials would enable students in grades 7 - 12 and their families .to
survive in such emergencies when the se vices of a Physician or Other health
carepericanel were not readily available.

She Of Nark
The gamel scope of work was to provide the personnel, facilities, and

ot)ii#.services necessary to produce "mere ready" student andteacher eateries'
whibli would supplezent'the Defense Civil, Preparedness Agency-Far West laboratory
publication Your Char= to Live..

'In terms ..of specific work and Services the project was to:
. . ,

(1) analyze the contett. of YOur Chime to Live and the
Medical Self.41e1P Course and make a parallel anal- .

ysi-MTIcif the Standards' t Aid and Personal Safety
kook issued by tie can Red as an elerent
of control and cioverage; ,

L Altman, Teraia C. and yAnda. A. Sikorsld.. A Study of SW 3-12, "Your dianoe
:to: Live," Final deport, January, 1975, AAIC 20-73-C-0259 work unit 4,41W,
Far sfest

4
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0) wovicie. .the'OoVecrnMent with a 'written report which

depaiihia fii*igii;Ofthe'ranalyeit, made repot-
mandationg,.:rtgarding'thimidical Self-Help lessons
that:46dd beat *Via* lag uy supplant* the,
lead* in *Ur, Cheibte,to Live, aid reoceThended
thelgetierl' orgenization. and content of the pro-.
liNi.:00*144411#74;

, .

6,(3)' -afzelc,cf.liosely.with the Arrericin Bed Cross to develop.
Aster** *di 'Cs the balds of, the .approved anal- °
Yaiee.,,P17e0are:a teacher.senual'And a student
.ameiiiiil'_With apicopriate. arilerii-, arid illustrations,

. eiid:Ouskieit401 10_, ., if AnYt in* itt!tetl iimilar- to
that .of ,i14-:ifir _unanceAo Live.laid. within . school .

grade reading4evia,ls:7-irodogh.l2;. 4n.addit.ion.to .
4

..

47.

O

. .. facillta
.

:0fc as d4t Y14e-
WritiOn.

. ,4itittic;
letS4 such 1USi at least- one
:Oliai*or:
of.' "'.*.-a ,

handling Of reLited:CasUaltiesi Oh, an individual
or 'family firs* aid hatis; .

.
..-

(4') work through the mierican .Naticna coed Cross
.

Jaiadcluarters". staff to have draft Materials t...

' techni CaLly reviewed and apprbved by the appro- -
priatetconponents of the National Academy 0
science; .:

(5) field test the draft astecials in at least one
.urten, one..stiturban, and an rural school and
subsequently mike the editorial and` inethcid-
°logical changes indicated' as needesl by the tests;

,

(6) Provide the GoverikwantIfitrh 4?gurreetatice of pro-
jeet7progras ierma- Of:three -(3) bb-sitathly
reports end a final imperil report describing

*field test. findingskilOttlems encountered, and
zeitratetidations.ftir fiat* wOr in Six/tier areas; .

(7) . provide the doVeineant with One (1) "calrera ready"
OPPY. Otte- 11) 1454 Au* Wit. and two (2) '
61013.0atee- of the teacher-avanial, studerit manual,
finiatie&areitork alid illustrations, apci

iinys the Student menu er Should cemaist J
of loo *Oa, 16 chap re, 75 sketches:- the teacher
raanual:4104d-be keyed to the Student manual so
that it iituld allow teachers' with little learning
experiehOe. it"1 the content area to coordinate
learning experiences.

26
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SECIszat n. luttiLYSli AND muumuu raw
""

Analysis of :ftisting teliterialmi
ThezeralYsis phase of the project tpcuaed on three sets of materials:

imidicai. Self-Help Training (EH, , the Amerbcan lied Cross. Standard First Aid,
and Personal Safety book (SAPS),. and Your Chanoe to vs (YCL).2 Cbnclusions;

x Sqbsitted to ECPA fn. a balty-foarpage refort,3 are ized below. : ;744
'MS!! is designed foT use by relatisiely untrathed instruatcrs.in various -

settings -from public school classei to ommunity serliice groups. An instructor
guide assumes no 'teacher training and'gives specific basic suggestions for -
prelea taticri of the material. The purpose of Mr is what .,to da when profess
sional care, is Unavailable for an extended perOpf tine. - . .

. ..- . .

*0-

Also ri:fentiel to in the initial analysis was a Far West laboratory report
, node in January, 1975, of the dismianinatice Study of Your Chance to .Live.

(80.0..tobtnote,p..1 of MS report.) A *or finding of that study which
had an important effect on the development of .this project was "...the
wid - spread desire for first-aid instructional materials all a part of the
general.'preparidniss curricullmt.'" The study conclUaeorthat, ,"Based on the
frequent requests -for infoimation and materials we experienced in the field,
vac red:Wend that =wear:sive materials be provided; teachers seem ready
and to use them! The study also reramended. that the information
for si,udents!be specific and that instructional guides. for teachers be
included'. Specific teacher requests included:

detailed methods of incorporating the material into specific curricula
.arpas; .

teacher aids,
lesson plans;
activity handouts; ,

attention to the need to. overcome initial student apathy toward
preparedness instructicas -

actual accounts of personal experiences in disaster situaltiens; and,
attention to tpe value of relating th experiences to the students'

personal

a .1'

3
4

Far test Lel:Oratory for Educational Poseur-It and Development, *A content
Analysis of *Your Chance to Live,* "Medical Self-Help Trainini, rrid
"Standard First Aid and Personal Safety". -

V

8
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PISH is a boxed set of materials including eleven sepaiate bookletewitit
correspandisvj filmitrips and teacher materials. Neither the tooklets'nqr the
teacher materials is illusteated. In the filavitiips all people are white dd.
obit :ere male.

Practibe 'sessions are reomeneded and evaluaticii is provided by final
CaterehenSive test of 60, fiple-ciXiice qUestitins couering application as
well as knowledge. The abilitY'levS1 is fairly, high; the writing
is'inthe'expasiteryitode.

SEWS isdesignedto. be bY the generil public or to be used in classes;
led.by hid Cross trained. teachers tie purpose of SPAPS is: first aid training, ,

i.e. the inwediafe care given to a son who has been injured or has been
Uuddlinly taken ill. ,

I

.
Of the three sets of materials, SiAPSis the nut cceprehensive. Illustra-

tjons`'aee an integral pert of the pre sentaticni they are cleiirtr anci silly .

Wet Ofo'th?. people are vaiite andmale, tlblugh time. are a few black
nen and weertgand several whit women.

The reading ability level is,geared to the general 'public. The book

PresuPpcsee that the learner is rotivaf.ed to learn first aid. Provision for
practice' sessions and evaluation are node in a separate .instructor's manual
for use by lied Cross, trained teacher's.

YCL is designed for use in,the' public schools and includes t separate
manuals, one for students and one for teachers. "The purpoae of YCL is: to
prepare students for handling disasters (rather than for haildlir!g first aid

or medical Unlike* the other two sets Of materials, therefoie,
YCL cb\.25..net deal with medical emergencies Iwitlf,the exception df very rmii-
sectary discussions of heat-related problem)! YCL presupposes that. the
.leaniee is interested in. disaster pregaredness. ° -*

The overall style Of YCL is: informal, 4:eigiit, And. attractive. The Wok

is over-sized with large, 'easy-to-read tive. Thr writing is aneoiotal and is'.

aiemd,,,,at 'junior high school reading ability level. Both the writing style and
theillustratip::is are lightanci. IninarOus in tone. As .te the other materials,
the people are predcminantli white and male and, thougi the book is specifi-
cally aired at junior high school students; nose-sketches show adults.

Curricular I resign 0 4 .

content ;pknahlis ofigeling medical self -help sftrials yielded
tailed/ recomendtticrii for the form and content "of the frrreteriati". The redult-

inglcurricultan design was divided into the fOliowing five sections: (1) genear: Ar

1, . r .
- c,

.
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requirements for- a casualty prewattion and care, instrmotiorial progress; (2) proms
gram goals and curricular objectives;- '(3) selection and organization. of instriec-
tional content; (4) selection and organization of learning ekperienoest and
(5) an evaluation plan for the curriculum.

(1) Senn-a juscgaoailual Prevention and Care instructional Program.
There. was found t be a definite need for casualty prevention and Gum

kncriledge. Additionally there was toteed io be used for-aaterialsp; help

students change their- attitudes --and therefore gebavior-4,tccerd the content
area. It was felt that such enteritis should be so debigted that values of
stucinits would be clarified as a basis for learning the discrete bits of know-

ledge that maim AV the curricuyso content oficasUalty prevention and care.
lb* general requirements wars identified to serve a,s thanes throughout

the =aerials, so that value-and attitude development could accaspank know-

ledge development. These were: -

1. Students shield be rewind to value Wren life; (valise)
2. They should want to prevent ,and' avoid accidents; (attitude).
3. They should know what to do in a medical emergency caused

by a disaster; (Ma/ledge)
4. They should be familiar with procedures to accurately carry

out casualty care; (uvowledge).
4

(2) Pram Goals and Curricular Objectives
The four general requirements were Acre preciselx stated as learning

goads, which served as sources for deriving sore specific curricular objectives.
-It. was conclUded that when students hairs completed the 'impel they should: °

1. Have. increased re: tact for `be value_ofivaren life.
4

2. Have' an *.increased desire to prevent and avoid accidents; .

3. Have an increased ungletstanding of the value of lax wing
casualty prevention elnd care prose es;

4 Havk increased confidence in the ir ability to handle medical
emergencies due to naiural, tectnological, and nuclear disasters. 4

6
-10
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Generic curricular objectives were derived from the above goals and applied
to all casualiirpreventicrti and.care lemma in the student manual. itie 'cur- .

kiCultatt would help students to: .

a., Evaluate the level of respect ,shown for lasso life in a
variety of disaster and redical emergency situations.

b. Indicate Arisafe conditions and practices within disaster and
medical emergency situations that might cause' casualt.ies to
occur.

c. ertonstAte knowledge of a rationale for the invortance and
utility of casualty preventica and care knowledge.

d. Denionstrate knowledge of-ways to inprov& personal and fa;d1y4
standards for safety and casualty prevention.

e. Select appropriatA casualty care procedures a variety of
medical emergencies.

f. Demonstrate knowledge of the steps involved in casualty care
procedures for a variety of medical eiergencies.

. (3) Selection and Organization of Instructional Content

The content analysis yecamended that the casualty prevention and care
curricular include the follading content CtirairIS:

1. Pbunds and,Bleedingi

2. Stiodr

3. Respiratory Emergencies

4. Poisoning and Drug Abuse

S. Burns

6. Cold and Heat Exposure

,7. Bone and Joint injuries

8. Eaergency Wicue and Transportation of the Injured

9.. radiation Sickness and Shelter Health Problems

The tecormarbded.approaci? to content organizaiice in the student casualty

prevention and care annual was that it be divided into chapters based on

specific types of injuries, within the context of disaster situations. In-

structional irontent was organized in ten lessons. Eesignationi for these
lessons, with their particular instructional/learning objectives, were as

follows:

7

ID
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I.

Lesson?. A

(1)

(3)

SP=

WhY Casualty Cate?

Dfecastrate jeloimat.'
care Procedures. ---.".!"4" the value of

statekeie Az_ situations in which

correct casualty

casualty care

State the basic rules for casualty care.
g

kbunds rod Bleed{*
cf triouss. ss of

tB) Desrost;ate knowledge of
eeding

sethadk 33r controlling
bl

Lesson c: Shock . t

(6) Desonstrate. knowledge of basic setiods of bandaging**
.

strate- understanding of the seriousne.ss of shodc.

(8) stray knowledge of the signs and $yrtptans of shook.
.

(9) Desonstrate knowledge of tne injury situations in tilich
shock can occur.

.

0 :

(10) Dilonstrate know/edge of the casizaity care procedures
used for treating shock.

lesra. D: tbsPiratorY Thwegencles
(11) a i g of the serii;usness of

respira

(12) Desrvistrate brawledgei of Causes .of rasp iratc;ry feilure.

(13) D. knowledge of the reomnended nethod for
gitrInd artificial respzretion.

(14) Dsernstrate knowleige tat
the steps involied in performing

south-tosouth resusciion.
. :

, ..

.
.

* to_sq:ece _tions, it *was /ate.? divided to develops:ent to
bask rafts stout ureeding.

** Bused on 9:0s9..ccesept and pilot test results. thislection was later
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Lesson E: Poisoning and Drug Abuse*

(15) Demonstrate understanding of the seriousness of poisoning
and drug abuse.

(16) Demonstrate knowledge of causes of poisoning and drug
abuse.

(17) Dearestrate knowledge of various types of poisoning.

(18) Demonstrate knowledge of methods used for morgency
treatment of Foisoning and drug abuse.

lemon F: Burns

(19) Demonstrate knowledge of various types of degrees of burns.

(20) Demonstrate understanding of the serious consequences of burns.

(21) Derionstrate knowledge of the methods used for treating burns.

(22) Detionstrate .knowledge of canpiicaiions resulting fran
burns and how to prevent them.

Lesson -G':- Cold And Heat Exposure**

(23) Demonstraie knowledge of sysptans of cold and heat exposure.

(24) Demizistrate understanding of the serious conjsequences of
cold and /mat exposure.

(25) "Demonstrate' knowledge of the steps involved in treating
gold and heat exposure.

Lesson H: Bale and Joint Injuries***

(26) .Demonstrete knowledge of various types of bone and
joint injuries.,

(27) Diesonstrate knowledge of symptoms of bone and joint injuries.

(28) Demonstrate knowledge of procedures for handling persons with

bone and joint injuries.

This chapter was later deleted, as-being' notdisaster-related.
** This chapter was later divided into two chapters, one on Cold Weather

Emergencies and one on Hot Weather Emergencies. ,

***Based on Red Cross suggestion, development was liinited to bone injuries* and
very general splinting procedures.

4 ; 9



Ie.'EMergency Rescue and Transportation

(29) Demonstrate knowledge of when rescue and transportation
petcedures should be employed.

(30) Demonstrate knowledge of the dangers of emergency rescue
and transportation.

(31) DemaAstrSte knowledge of methodsofenergency rescue
and transportation.

Lesson J: Radiation Sickness and Shelter Health Problems*

(32) emonstrate knowledge of the effects of radiaiative
fallout.

i33) Demonstrate knowledge of protective measures against
radioactive fallout.

(34) Demonstrate knowledge of correct care giien radiation
casualties.

(35) Demonstrie knowledge of health problems likely to occur
in Shelter situations.*

(36) remonstrate knowledge of procedures for handling common
-7-- ',shelter health problem.*

(4) Selection and Organization of learning Experiences

It was concluded that the general method used in presenting the content

of casualty prevention and care to students would be the fictional case Study, ..

resettling the very brief short story. Main characters in these stories would

be persons in the age group of the target audience and would include

.references to experiences ofAnd vernacular commonly used by, young people

throughout the nation. Each of the characters wad be confuted

with medical emergencies resulting from particular types of disasters, with

one type of disaster per lesson arving as the focal point for each situational

context. Interwoven throughout each story would be reoormended steps to take

in identifying various types of injuries,-and procedures to follow if casualty

care was needed.

*- The subject of Shelter Health problems was ::her considered too detailed
to handle in a manual of this length and was deleted.

4 F
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Reasons for taking the above approach to content presentation focused

chiefly on the need for motivating students to read, and absorb the content
of, the materials., An interesting fictional approach (with illustrations)

seemed more likely to stinulate motivation to proceed than if the content

were presented in a sore didactic fashion. In fact, experience with materials

development and testing indicated that a "short story" approach to fictional

°material alloyed effective presentation of content without taxing the atten-
tion span of students in the target group. It was hoped that students would

begin thinking and acting in a "preventive" rode with respect to casualties

and medical emergencies, rather than the reactive mode usually associated

with first-aid or medical self-help content.

Each casualty prevention and care lesson dealing with a Radical emergency

was set up as 'follows:

I. Introduction. Each lesson was introduced by review of the
appropriate content area which focused on a specific medical
emergency (e.g., shock). The intro, duction presented a ratio-

.% nale for the lesson's content, *advance knowledge organizers,"
and student curricular objectives. The purpose of the intro-
duction was to set the stage for not only the curricular con-
tent, but also the fictional setting used to present the con-
tent. The introducti. ons were brief and concise, to keep to
a minimum the didactic nature of each lesson at its outset.

2. Fictional (Situational) Context. Each fictional setting was
an illustrated ehort story of young people involved in a
disaster situation in which a specific type of medical emer-
gency had occurred. Each group of fictionalecharacters was
involved oin performing correct casualty care procedures for
the medical emergencies dealt with.

The medical emergencies, and contexts (in terms of disasters).
that would be covered are listed below.

"-lesson Medical Energency. Disaster Sitifailan

A None (Introduction) None

B Wbunds and Bleeding Hurricane
C ,Shock Earthquake..

D Respiratory Energencies Flood -

E Poisoning and Drug Abuse Widespread Rood*
Poisoning .

* Deleted later.

11 15



9.
F.' Burns .. FOrept Fire

G COld and Heat ENposure Winter Storm/
Heat wave*

H Erne and Joint :njuries Tornado

I Energency Rescue Industrial
ENplosion

J Radiation Sickness and Nuclear
/. Shelter HealthProblems Explosion;

i

3. InoWledge -"ConvreherackasCteck. Each lesson contained a section,
following the situational context,, that directed students to derive

...,

. casualty prevention and care rules and pr pedures from information

familiarize the reader with essential dontent without submitting him
presented within the narrative. This process was intended to-

f '

qr her imdediately to a test.
:.,

.

4. Content of Learnini.** EaPh lesson then contained a sectiotide;ling
,

, with specific rules and procedures to be applied, p4ven specific

4

If

medical emergericies. These sections detailed correct casualty"
care procedures in expository and illustrated barn, and in step-

.

by-step segdenoe.

5. Self-EValuation. As a culminating activity each lesson directed
students via a series of zultiple-choice questions to check their
knowledge regardipg correct casualty care.

(5) Evaluation 'Plan for the Curriculum

It was decided that the curriculumeyaluation should take place at three

levels: (1) the learning experience level, (2) the instructional level, and

'(3) the levelpf the school as an institution.

.The evaluation plan propased.for the project, tlius, would embrace those *

levels and pro into 41) the effectiveness. (2) usability!' (3) ielevance, and

(4) _acceptance of the curriculma.

A detailed evaluation plan was developed specifying (1) the information -to

be collected, (2) the source of-inforoation, (3) ways and weans of collecting

the information, (4) responsibility for collecting the information, (4) frequency

and schedule of collecting, (6) specifications for analysis and interpretation

of the collected information, and (7) the use to be made of the evaluation's

F:;*,
ti 7

Ont00118.

Placed in two separate chapters later. At

** Later_expanded, into two sections, one introducing vital facts related
to the injurY, the other including the information given above.

.1
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SECTION ITI. DO3CRIPITON OF DEVEU3Mete AND 'ITSTING

Phase I: Analysis, Design, and Develowent

lit general, Phase I progressed' as planned and was on schedule. The pro-
ject staff had followed the 'task sequence as introduced in the milestone
schedule.

'Do determine the scope and- organization of lessors for the supplement,
the Content Analysis of Your Chance ta the Medical p materials,
and the American Red Cross First Aid and Persona}. Safetj book was conducted,
arid' a 24-page report of the analysis, including recomendations, was submitted
for approval to DCPA and to the American Red Cross. The" curricultin design

for the student and teacher materials was alio ea:plated and sutinitied. In
order to identify and gain the aooperation of rural, suburban, and urban
schools, contacts with potential test sites were initiated. The three schools

under consideration (and ultimately chosen) vase: Mesa Verde in Citrus Heights,
California (suburban school in the Sacramento metropolitan area); Albany High
School in Albany, California (urban sctrol in the San Francisco Bay Area); and
Neah-Kah-fie School in Rodcway, Oregon (rural school on the northern Oregon
Coast).

The only discrepancies between the plaeand its inplenentation.were that:
(1) the late arrival of the signed contract resulted in a Sinai delay .in
initiating the project; and (2) at the time of the first bi-monthly report, no
cxximents had yet been received from the Red Cross or DCPA on either the
Content Analysis report or the first prototype lesson.

Phase 1I: Materials Development

t the July.23 meeting at IX A, the value, validity: and necessitY-Of

the story as a focal part of the lessons ware confirmed. Although there was

agreeent that PWL-had correctly implemented the specifications o;,.,.the Con-

tract in developing the lessons, there was no final determination made at
the meeting on the nature of the instructional section and on the level of

cospetence which the materials should addres s. Such determination wasexpect-

ed to be reached hared on the Red Cross technical review and through specific

13
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ri discussions with DZPA, 'the' Red Cross technical reviewer, and the project., Thus,

it was agreed that further develciiinent would be delayed ).ntil suchdetentina-
tion was made.

Cr: August 5, Dr. Ridgeway, Education Advisor of DCPA, and Mr. Petersen,
Deputy Director of the Staff College, visited the project. During the visit,

the status and progress of the projeq were reviewed. Dr. Ridgeway expressed

his desire to preserve the instructional content of the lessons as FWL had

presented it.

PHASE III: Materials Revision and Reproduction

A.. Interactions with the American Red Cross.

Cr: August 14, Mr. Wes McKenzie of the Western Regional Office of the

America Red Crossvisited and received a briefing and project materials in

preparation for his TDY to the Washington, D.C. Headquarters of the American

Aed Cross where he would be working on assignments relevant to the review of

instructional materials prepared by the project.

In mid-September, the Red Cross technical review was received. The opinion

expressed in the review was that certain portions of the lessons represented a

"duplication" of a Red Cross First Aid Course and that, to avoid such dupli-
.

mtion a effort, a major rewrite of the lessons would be necessary:. Bowyer,

the revision suggestions extended beyond that conclusion and fell into three
categories: (1) sugg6tions felevant to technical accuracy; (2) suggestions

0

of omissions and deletions bised on the Red Cross staff's perception of

"duplications"; and (3) stylistic alterations.
On October 2 and 3, the project staff net with Mr. Wes McKenzie who was

responsible for preparing the Red Crdss. suggested revisions for our curriculum

materials. At this working session, it was felt that good progress was made

in resolving the issue of revision.

In those areas where the accuracy of the materials was in question,

Mr. McKenzie provided clarification .and explanation which would allow for

correction. This category included relatively few items, which was encouraging

as a- validation of the accuracy of -the materials.

.In those instances where Fed Cross felt that FWL was intruding 'into their

domain, FM operated Ci the to principles that:

(1) according to DCPA instructions, there be no reduction in content; and

14
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(2) on the other hand, if there were instances where dontentas it
:,. was presentedrimight be difficult to learn without supervised,

repeated practice sessions, the presentation would be altered.

'at alteration might not require deletion of the material in

. a

;St. e 15 19
,

question, but might be a change in the presentation so that
students would be clearly aware of the need for supervised practice
sessionwnot provided via these materials. Students would thus

be encouraged to seek further training in authorized first aid

courses, but would still be introduced to a specific content

area.

Each proposed alteration would now be individually reconsidered as re-

vision progressed. In instances where .111L questioned the Fled Cross pfoposed

change,. the results of student testing in the pilot test situation were to be

considered. Bar example, WA Cross objected to a diScussion of Specific kinds

of. splints which was covered in some eight pages in the prototype version.
While an eight-page deletion seemed to be rather significiant reduction of con-

tent, it was found from student interviews and from the test results that

the information here was .difficult for students to comprehend by reading and

studying only which was the means utilized by these materials. Thus, it sewed
reasonable to assts that this section of the materials should be revised

deleted or reared in content.
On the other hand, Red Cross questioned the inclusion of much of the in or-

nation contained in the chapter, **Shock,* whereas test results shaved that.

students were able to learn the content in the chapter. Therefora; some con-
sideration would be giver to revising the presentation, rather than simply
deleting the materill.

In all cases, of course, the decision was to be made by project staff,

.. 'subject to the approval of ECPA.
In the second bi-monthly report, the following recommendations were made:

There is a need to review the implications and impact
of (1) a delay of the American Had Cross technical review and .

(2) a Ossible change in the nature of the instructional con-
tent and level of competence at which the lessons aim.

The delay of the technical review will have an impact' bn

(1) the timeframe of the project (about one and a half rronths.

as of the end of August) and (2) the timing of the field test
(may not "start before January).

The impact of a change in the.nature of the instructional

content and the level of competence can be determined only
after the' kind and size of the change is known.



B. Pilot estinq

Between August 18 and Septeirber 8, pilot testing was conducted at Iiisa
Verde High School in Citrus Heights, 'California. Ness Verde is an innovative

year-round school 'with enchants cc career development.

he Pilot Test Prcigram was conducted undP-r the guidalice of Ms. Dee Ward,

leader of. the-nith-w.ience cluster program of the school. M cluster leider,

Ms. ;lard FerVed as administrator/counselor/teacher. (She holds an administra-
tive credential and ba.s since accepted a position' as principal of a junior
high school in the San Juan District.)

-Her experience relevant to the'content of the materials included working

in the university hospital while attending 'Michigan State tbiversity; having

completed courses in first aid, life saving, and water safety; and having been

the radiological director of rticosta Cbunty, Michigan. The latter position
required training for the purpose of being on duty in the event of nuclear

attack.

.The testing consisted of one session per day fo'r 'a total of 15 sessions.

29 students' (6 ninth graders, .18tenth graders, and 5 eleventh graders) pia-

- tipipated in the Pilot Test Program. It was offered in the Career Explorations
class -(Health Services) conducted for students enrolled in the math-science
cluster who have expressed an interest in that career area. The class con-.
cent:rates on the development of positive lf-concepts, personal career aware-

ness, and career planning. Students dinonstrate a wide range of ability levels.

Prior to beginning the pilot test, Ms. Ward stated that-a main concern in

using the casualty care materials was to find "ways to .make the material seem

real and to try to develop some activities that will get the students moving,

doing, thinking, and relating." She intended to InvolVe the school nurse and

outside speakeri., Ms. Ward hoped that the materials would be valuable to

-enhance students', self-confidence, to give them an awareness of situations like

these in order to.rdevelop into sensitive Inman beings, and for the very practi-
cal need for such infornition in case 'of disaster.

Students completed the nodules on a self - pacing, individualized node.

Daily class group discussions were often geherated by topics or questions from

the students themselves. Additionally, fi4. Ward had the time and facilities to

include relevant spealcets and denctistrations.

Ebr exanple, the school nurse was invited to participate in the class;

a man who was undergoing radiation treatients for cancer of the throat discussed

.;
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with the *leis hia is:whims to the therapy; and an ambulanoe team brought the
vehicle to the .school and demonstrated various life-saving equipment. (This

visit led directly to a request from the students for a. re-
Ausciatation course. The course was organized and offered to students for
credit and %es also Made available to interested webers of the .community.)

Pilot test findings (discussed In Section IV a this report) were given

careful Consideration in the final revision of the materials.

C. DCPA Guidanoe

Guidanae for revisions which was given to%staff Imo DCPA seemed to center

on: Onearea,...whicli ma the desirability Of raising the maturity level of the
stories. Particular revision was suggested On the story in the "Radiation
SI.ckness" chapter. This request was carefully adherea'to throughout the
revision Fitness. The initial emphasis in the preparation of the materials
was to provide a book which students would find appealing because of the ease
of absorbing the material. Revision would now place enphasis on appealing to

the upper age limit, as specified in the contract, in an attenpt to not only

interest but also challenge all students in the project target group.

_The_seconsi_DCPAguidance, referred to earlier, was that; in resFonse to

the Red Cross suggestions, there would be no reduction in content of the
° materials. This support of the matarials* in their present form was greatly

encouraging, and would be considered throughout revision.

D. Project Planning
In the third bi-fronthly report, Far West lab- described the status of

testing; specified current demands on the project, and introduced a recom-

mendation, for adjustment.
Field testing was planned in three environzents: .

(a) The Mesa Verde School site requested that the field
test there be conducted from Mxiday, January 5,
through Friday, January 23, 1976. This is a three-
week period, during which the teacher will have one
group of students. (At Mesa Verde, a stable groupN of students lasts for only three weeks; beynnd that
time span, some students enter th.a class and some
leave it.) This, schedule meant that materials would
have to be ready either before the school's Christmas

N vacaticin, which is Decanter 22 through 31, or same
gallants would have 'to be made to fleet with the

duringthe vacation period.
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(b) The same three-seek Period was scheduled for the
test which would be conducted at the Albany High
School site. It was decided that if a fourth week
proved necessary, it might be added, though there
would be some schedule conflict due to the end of
the first school semester on January 30, 1976.

(d) At that tine, the school site in Oregoa agreed that
we conduct our field test there beginning in
December. This fequired the'use of some of the
procotype materials used at the Mesa Verde pilot
test site, accept for those, chapters which would be
revised prior to the Decanter deadline.

+.?

Considexable project attention at this time focused on the production. */

of accurate illustrations and on style of the interior book design.
Development of the teacher's manual. was also continued during this period deb

and it was planned that a prototype version wo=uld be ready for use by the
field test teachers. Ms. Dee Ward,pilot and field test teacher at the Mesa
Verde site, served as a teaching consultant for the teacher's manual. Additional
inproverrents were Tiede at the suggestion of Red Cross consultant Elizabeth
Robertson.

Cost and time factors required than that the revision progress would A-
suit as closely,is possiblein the final versions of the student and teacher
materials. Following the January tests, necessary minor changes scald be made.
Conclusions resulting from the field tests would thin be forwarded to DCPA.

-Because of the delayed response of the American Red CrOss and the extended
tine needed to resolve the "content conflict" issue developed by Red Cross,
a time delay of over two nutth had =timed. ifocordingly.a two- to three-,
month extension of the project was reammended and requested. The request
was subsequently approved by =A.

Phase IV: Field Testing

At the time of the fourth prowess report; revision of first five chap-
tersNhere Begin,* "Shock," "Bleeding Brergency," "Respiratory Breigency,"
and "Bones " 7-was completed. Revision included: completion of all new artwork
for those chapters, iniiovenent of existing artwork through additional render-
ing and correction of any procedural inaccuracies; tero-Aing reading ability

level ofthe stares for those chapters; inclusion of agreed-upon Red Cross

revisions; inclusion of -revisions called for from pilot test results? and
18 '
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stylistic bit:covenants throughout each chapter. teveloprent of the two final
vollurns* and "Baergency Transportation," was also outlasted.

physical format of the total book was ampleted, including layout ;
Plant hpok design, and selection and printing of chapter divisions and subheadd.
The preliminary desigii for the book cover was barpleted. Work on the cover
was to continue when confirmation of titles= received.

A. Field 'Bast ate Ocllectitir Instriaents
%sidle: Field test data collection instmentl administered to the teacher

included the SoLlaring:
Gaily. log.- The teacher maintained a daily 'record of the useff the lessons,

including time spent on various sections of each chapter, method of presentatme
-MA-teacher -and-stoglent-reactions.

Questionnaires. A questionnaire given prier to the start of the field

test asked for such inforMation as the teacher's backgroisd in the Content. area, .
what he or. she ,fined to acompLish by using the materials, and the plans for
presentation of the materials. A second teacher questionnaire was given at the
end of the field test to determine the teacher's opirticp regarding specific

aspects of the use of the maIerials,, such as-how well they worked in the specific
school setting and whether or not the teacher soul eci:Zi.iler using the materials

a9aio

Interviews. Several interviews ware conducted with each teacher at,leiribus
times throughout the field test.

. Student: Ebor the field test, several student instrurents were revised.

Separate pre-tist instruments were added for each Chapter, and a post-chapter
test was added to chapter one. The three pilot test student questionnaires.
were revised in order to.obtain sore precise data from the field test situation. -

Data collection instruments adminisiered to students included the following:

Questiamaires. Three major questionnaires were given to students, one
prior tothe beginning. of the field test, one at the mid-roint, and one at the
end of the field test. -The first questionnaire asked for information re-
garding the students' experience with resp4ct to casualty care, his or her
attitudes about studying casualty care, and his or her self-confidence with
respect to casualty care. The mid- and end- questionnaires were designed to
elicit responses about the specific materials and asked for student opinions

'regarding the format and presentation as 'sell as the Content. The end

.
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questionnaire also included a duplication of the pre-questionnaire to deter -
mine changes in student attitudes-. .

Pre- and post-tests. Ebr each of the ten student chapters, tre- and
.

past-tests were gives testing acquisition of knowledge.
Interviews. Student interviews were conducted with total class groups

mall groups of four to six. students, and with individual stud6nts.
Written comments. Stuff ents were encouraged. to write directly on' the

student materials in order to =ace specific convents an some aspect of those
materials.

B. Description of Field Test Sites and Persconel
Ebllowing is a desckipticai of the zatual field test situations, including

'the time frames, t!x3 structiire of the classrcan situations, and the background
and experience of the field test teachers.

"me Verde High School, Citrus Heights, California. The test at this
site was again conducted by Mi. Ord with a new group of students in the Career
txploraticos class. The content; organization, and student population of the
class was similar to that-of the pilot test group. The field test .was conducted

frqn ianuaiy-26-ihrough February 20. Ibtal class time scheduled for the field

test Was eighteert days; hoover, regularly schedaled career speakers occasional-
ly.-interrupted work on the casualty care materials.

On Nadnesday, February 4, 1976, this class was observed by Elt.zabeth
143beitson from the American National And Cross, as part of the And Cross vali-
dation of the materials. Several co-site observations were conductAd by RC
staff, during ishich time the total. Class was observed, the teacher was inter-
viewed, and students were interviewed individually and in .small groups. In .

addition, Ms. Wald worked further with EWL persconel at the lab in the develop-
.

naant of the teacheesakinuel.
Neah-Rah -Nie nigh,School, %cisme y, Oregon. In Oregon, the casualty care

materials ble.11, field tested by Mr. Gary Sather, physical educat teacher and
head basketball Coach. W. Sather had taken both the and Advanced

Dad Cross First Aid courses, an athletic injuries course, and had served for
five years as a volunteer for the Soisthern 'fiasco county Ambulance and Fire

DePatinent.
The materials were -I,ntroduced in two ninth-grade_health classes, as part

of the state requirements for health education for all high school students.

$01
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(Oregon is presently separating health education fran physical education classes.)

The students in these classes ranged in achievement levels from low (4th or

5th grade level) to relatively high (10th to 11th grade level). Many of the

students had average ability but were underachievers. Many of 'thin had little
or no interest in school or in any particular subject at all, according to Mr.

Sather. Many were children of loggers or_ fishernen. Neah-Rah-Nie High School
serves the catmunity of Rockaway (810 residents) and surrounding area. There
are 313 students in the school, which is located on Highway 101 on the northern
coast of Oregon. r

The principal, Mr. D31; Uncor, estimated that were 30 percent of the

student population is on welfare,. and-that 49 percent would qualify, under

federal regains-err-sr, as educationally, disadvantaged students.

MK Sather was particularly interested in the casualty Care materials

because, as he stated, !Many times in disasters and zocidents in our area it

takes too long.to ,get pfofessimal medical help for a victim of a disaster' or

accident, and the paople of thisarea need to law the basic steps in order"

to take .care of - emergencies.

The classroom in which the, casualty care materials were °tested is organiz-
ed traditionally. Physically, there .are five rows of six desks each, all

facing the front 'of the classroom. The class format involves reading, lecture,

and class discussion, with no hands=cri activities. Students are encouraged,
but not required, to toke work home to study. Each clas's is forty minutes in

length, five days a week.

The field test began on recerber 1, 1975, and ended on January 15, 1976io

with two weeks off for Christmas vacation. Several class sessions were spent

on other health education materials.

- Although )lr. Sather had intencle..3 to include speakers and demonstrations

in the course presentationcitine constraints prevented-this involvement.

One bxrday on -situ obtlervation.vras conducted by FWL staff, airing which

time the total class was observed, the teacher was interviewed, and three
groups of students were interviewed and taped.

Albany High School, Albany, California.. The field test at Albany High

School began on Wednesday, iltbruary 4,_1976, and ended,t-tirch 4. The racially

diverse class consisted of 36 ninth and tenth grade boys enrolled in,,a boys'

physical education class. Most of the boys were identified as relatively I

logreKthimmers and basically disinterested in school. Class sessions were

45 minutes 104.
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class was conducted by a, student teacher; Mr. Fbbert Shaffer, for

wham this oaufle was his .first classroom teaching experience. lit. Shaffer

.vas given calcilete responsibility for the daily conduct of the class: He bacX

only a tel days notice of the =tent of the class and consequently had very

.14ttlit.*. for preparation. He had -taken one lied Cross first aid class

three. years" ago and sore recently wins enrolled in a university course for the

pieviiition and csre.bi athletic' injuries.
1V. ,Shaffer was supervised by nester teacher, Mr. Lyle Setencich, an Army.

E ....

.. Ode pn reserve,. and physical education teacher and head football coach at
the. scbcol . .

. .
I

!Aire class was conducted in a traditional 'though informal manner. Students

read the materials aloud and discussed the content. Mr. Shaffer enoquraged

them to disOuss personal incidents in Which injuries had been observed and

Oared for He used the prototype version of, tine teacher's vanual for teaching\
ideas.

Cin Thursday,Februery 5, Hs. Elizabeth Rabertson.oftlibe National Red Cross

staff observed the Albany site. Additional onrsite cbservations.were o3n-

ducted bx RC staff. Both the student and master teacher were interviewed.
, ,
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*mat : REPCer ANDfIELD SEWING

'A. Firedinge,of Pilot leiting .

.- ,Ile results of the Slot Test Program are smnalrized below.
:1. information' gathered from a pre-test questionnaire, administered be-.

fore the:mei...say -care materials Isere begun, .showd the following general con-
. clusicni:1

.

t
. v...

c.
taken 4-1:49innIng first aid ozurse... , .., *71

' ice'. Students- knew least.atout hanrninctradiatiOn si
thelioweather etergescies; float about fractures, thing

.
faits*, and - severe .bleeding

. i. _ y;forral#icm gathered fruit the' mid- and post -test questionnaire slimed
the folkWing:geieral ccodusions: '-, f

a. Dieryone says it isjaporEint or wry ini:Jortarkt to kudy
Vesualty care, arid' all but one are interested in such study.

lbst. say, tke,y knave little abourthe-subject; rrost have

a. The chapters Aare fairly easy to understand, required
little time outside 'class, and were interesting enough'

' to hold the students' attention for the ccaplete set of
neteiials. _ .

b tbst students found the stories interesting and believable,
but some felt that the reading level was perhaps too
easy or Childish. (The need to praise the level of the
stories. was also noted itly DMA.)

c. Sketches were' helpful and necessary, but stuiesits
ferred that they be more realittic and. less cartoon-, . .

J

,

d.,:e1The use of italics to Emphasize synybone and care in
i the stories was very helpful and liked.

. .
e. CoverstYle was .not well liked. (This would auto-

1 mntically be changed; comer was used for prototype
I only.) . . jai

f. .there vats some sentiment for a smeller, pocket-sized
Ixoklet.

g. .Most students re confident in their ability to handle
an emersency in whiph.sameoneneeded care for -an injury,
with five indicating it would depend on the injury.

3. Ttrie pre- and post- test, scores for all chapters show the following
gemez1/49:cmclisibns:

23
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a. :lbe.overwheladng =riser of students improved iron pre-
to poet-testscn all units. Of.65 students taking
both pre- and post- tests, 60 inprdved and 5 remained

- the saxes An &erne. gain was derconstrated of abtost
5-correct answers (c17%), while there was an average
decrease 'in incorrect answers of about 4 in each case.

b. There was an average of 54% of correct answers on the
pre-test; 72% of the answers given were correct on the
poet test.

c. An average of 30% of all answers given on the pre-test
were wrong (10% given were correct:) Cri the post-test,
an average of 13% of the answers given were incorrect .

. (87% giVen were correct.).

I-
,

f

I

I

Pre- and post-test resulti

IndiVidual thits

Shock

ilealiol
Respiratory
Bone

Cold & Heat

Eadition

are presented below.

Pre %/Post S
correct.

S of Answers Given Mich
%bre Wrong Pre/Post

77i/901

56%/76%

54%/7l%

. 62%/68%

50/75%

595/86%

MINIM

27%/8%

35%/8%

30%/23%.

35%/16%

20%/10t

% Ss
-.over 70%

POST -MST SCORES ONLY*

(N) -

.Average
* correct

AVerage %
of Rs Wrong

Shock 91% 91% T-- (22)

Bleeding 50%. 73% 11% (20)

=Respiratory 59%. 73% 18% (17)

Olid & Heat 55% 68% 26% (11)
0

Bone 40% 61% 25% (10)

Radiation 80% 89% 10% (20)

* Deleting 2 Ss woo onlytook a few of the tests and were consistently low.
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4. Mvisices then took into consideration the pilot test information, as
follows:

O

(1) An item-Ey-Voss analysis of -stale* responses deter-
mined those content items on which students would not
perform adequately. Instruction on those items was

- revised to in rove student perform ace.

(2) An attegr was made to retain a clear, straight-
------forward-presentation, so that the materials contin-

ued to be easy. to comprehend, and interesting enough

to hold attention.

(3) The story idea was retained as an important partof-
each unit, but ,the presentation level was upgraded.

(4) The artist was Wonted of the-students' reactions,
and revised presently existing sketches to make then
more realistic and less cartoon-like. Specific re-
visions were discussed at length, and it was felt
that these revisions would greatly incrove the.
quality of the natetials.

(5) The use of italics was retained.

(6) A single four -color cover was to be designed, as
specified in the C.ontract.

(7) Although sentiments for a snall,booklet were under-
. standable from the student& point of view, cost
.constraints prohibited it. The materials would be
packaged In one book, 8-1/2" by-11", in order. to be

the most economical.

(8) Generally, it siened to be true that students did
in fact, learn from the materials and materials
should thus be revised carefully to maintain the
pasitiVe aspects of the presentation.

Other data from students, gathered from a taped interview and catments

written directly in the booklets, as requested by project staff, were con-

sidered-individually as revision progressed. Oxenrents were considered not

only for changes .(such as: "This-sentence confused me."), but also for

retention of existing material (such as: "I learned from this et". "I

25 29
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reiresherednore fran this pespidet than another one I have read." "The ,story.

situations really make ire understand the '"Itie_pitbires-are -very-
also.") .

34 addition b3 the altitations discussed above, it was suggested that
one chapter, "Heat and Cold anwegencies,",be changed so that it would be
presented in tau' separate chapters--one called "Hypothermia and Frostbite,"
and the other called "Heat Craws, Exhaustion, and Stroke." This reconmenda-
tion-was-tased-on-the-studentresponse_to_the chapter. _r-a_chapter in Its
original foradean:lg:with five different emergaicies, their respective
signs' and care - :seemed to be too nuch to handle in one' chapter.-

5. Teacher Coments. flye materials were disdussed with the teacher.

Verbal 0:talents from her included:
(1) Separate the pre- and post -tests for - clarification.

. the pilot test situation, both testa new taken
on the same page, using pen for one, pencil for the
other.)

(2) The estimated time needed to field test the .entire

ten chapters would be only three weeks. in the
Pilot. test, only aseven chapters were used, .and

there was sore than enough time in three weeks to
corrplete them. One and a half days were used by

" `

the pilot test supervisor to gather information.

This paggestion

1

reinforced they tine allotment suggested in the "Content.
Analysis" (page 19) submitted at the beginning of the project; i.e. that we

could. "assume -a 45-minute class period-, or 3-3/4 hours per week. Casualty
prevention and care could than be taught as a two- to four-vmek unit, for a
total of 7,1/2 tb 15 hours."

to

B. Finding of Field Testing
The results of the Field itst Progran at the three sites Yew Vgi-de (MV),

(N1441);. and Albany (A) are samarized below. Approximately 100
atudenti were included in the program.

1. ,Infonnation gathered fran the pre-test questionnaire, administered

before the casualty care materials were begun, showed the folIoviing general
conclusions:

a. Almost all students (96%) say it is very important or
important to Study casualty. care. Na difference among
sites.
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b. lint students (62$) knzer"a little" about casualty care.
Students are less knowledgeable about casualty care
(according to self-rating) than students at either of
the-other sites.

Almost all students at NKN had a previous first aid
class in school the previous year; about half the
students at MV and only 3 stud& Its at- A had such a
clay.

d. Most peOPle (82$) are very interested or interested
studying casualty care nag. Na substantial '<lit-

---Zerenbe-among-sites:. _

e. The casualty care in which students have the least
familiarizaticm and least confidence are:
radiation sickness, heat emergencies (stroke,
exhaustion, cramps) and.00ld.energencies (hypothermia) .

f.a The areas in which students.rave the most familiarity
ancl the wit omfidenoe are _also similar across sites:
broke) bones, breathing failure and bleeding. However,
even in these cost familiar areas, at least ore third

'Of the students only "know =attling about" handling
such situation's at the cost. In contrast to the other
two sites, A 'again had a seller percenta§e of students

who had confidence in their ability to provide casualty
care.

g. bbst students say they want to learn as inch as they can
atout how to take care of people in casualty care situa-
tions. Treatment of broken bones and radiation sick-
ness is the mast popular of the specifically mentioned
areas.

2. Information gathered from the mid- and post-test questionnaires
showed the following geheral conclusions:

ta

a. All but one student say it is important or very important
to study_91sualty care; nest are interested in, Bing so.

b. Most stude4oNICN and W. know a little diii"pretty much".
about the 'ect; continues to be less' knailedgeablv,
(according to self rating).

c. Students were least familiar and Past confident in treat-
ing the tot matter energencies and (at A only) frostbite.

d. Studentswere most familiar and most confident in treating
(W) shock, rowing an injured person, and broken' bones;
(NKN) severe bleeding, severe burns, and breathing failure;
(A) breathing failure, broken bones, severe bleeding, and

in. Roving an injured person.
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e. Students at all three sites indicated they, would most
like to learn about how to take care of people inlirst
about any kind of accident or first aid situation.a

3. Information gatheted from the mid- and post-test -questiermaires showed

the following general oxIcluSions:
a. Almost everyone thought the chapters were easy to

understand.

b. The average tine, including class time, spent on each

chapter was about one hour (1411 spent less than an hour;
NEN spent one hour; A spent an hdur and a half.)

c. Most people IhOught all six sactions of the chapters
were good or wry good. The story itself was liked the
best.

d. All stories were thought to be igcod or very good.

e. Mast students thought the drawings were helpful for
understanding the materials; might have liked gore
of them; might have been more realistic. .

f.. Chapters were generally informative and interesting,
though MV students thought they were perhaps too easy
and young for than, especially since many of them had
already had first aid training.

Same students requested more instruction, up re cierron-
strations, and 'tore to do."

h. Met students indicated that they liked studying
casualty care with these wisterias. (Clay 5' indicated
they would have preferred other materials.)

i. tint students indicated they would like to enroll in
a first aid course for further training.

4. Pre- and post-test results are presented below.

Mesa Verde: Pte -Putt Tests

% of Students Average % of Answers Number (who
Individual over 70% % tgiven which took

Unite =rect correct were wrong pre & post)-

BEGIN 79%/86% 83 %/87% 18 %/10% 28

SHOOK 64%/83% 75 %/86% 19%/9% 28
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(bits

53-item
sample of
question
true all

61*

Albany.: Post-Test Survey %* ,

% of Students over 70% correct

65%

* Because of a technicaT: error at the school, valid test data was limited to
a post: -test consisting of a -53. -item ample- of questicas-covering-all ten ;pits.

This test should be considered more difficult than those given at the other ,

siterbecaus4: (1) it required recall of all material after the of the
total 'program; and (2) it ms administered under adverse test Vims.

5. An InterPretetiai of Findings

The above test scores show that:

a. At Mils approximately 84% of the students scored 70% or above on the
". post-tests (as °lpase:1 to approxisately 50% scoring 70% or above on

the pre.-ter4 ;
4

b. At NI% approlciastaly 87% of the students scored 70% or above on the
* post-tests (as o

the pre-tests);
pposed to approximately 52% scoring 70% or above on
and

c. At A, 65% of the students scored 70% or above on one general post-
test (as mentioned above, no valid pre-test scores for A are avail-
able).

These scores can be evaluated in terms of the anticipation that in field -

test' situations 70% of the students will perform at 70% or better. Both the

letsa Verde and Neah-Ah-Nie sites show scores significantly above that stan-
dard of performance. The scores also shit,: considerable Student isprovcaent
from pre- to post-tests.

in addition, above scores show inprovenent over the pilot test figures;
in the pilot test at 14a.ia Verde approximately 6% of the students performed
at 70% or better.

L.
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6. Teacher assents 4.

In general, all three teachers foutid the materials easy to use. Prepa-
ration. required only a reading of the materials themselves if time constraints.

dia not allow fOt -additi-onal- study. All three indicated they would like to
see filmstrips incorporated into the course, and suggested the addition of an
annotated list of fibs: available to educabors4on the subject.

The tender's discussion guide to the "Getting It Together" section was
felt to be useful for handling student quenitions regarding the materials. The

teachers indiCated thit the prototype version of the teacher's name was
Helpful, although they did not find it necessarK to use many of the activities
in the nook. A request was made that the manual be less v.ordY:itiliss request
was attended to in the revision process.

Teachers found the ;materials especially helpful with students who were
either of average ability or who were low-achievers, and with eighth and ninth
graders. The reading level was found to be suitable for most students, as
was the maturity level of the stories. One teacher menented that students
found it interesting that the central characters in the stories were people
their own age.

The teachers felt' that the materials would be a useful and useable addition
to a regular school program, and would use them again.
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=ION V. EeSCRIPITCH OF P#13DIXTS

-The purrolif-the caswatreare-project-ms-to-produce-a-student-nential

and aompanyin'teacher's guide for the purpose of educating youth in medical

self-help prooedureswhichmight be needed in time of disaster. The two major

products of the project are a student manual and.accompapying-teacher's guide.

The products developed by this project guide teachers in conducting ca- .

sdalty prevention and care instruction, and provide students with material

which can be learned quickly and easily. Long-range behavioral objectives

are as follows:"

Students will explain the importance of knowing casualty prevention
and care procedures and will describe same general ways to helpany

; .

injured person in an emergency aituation.

Students will explain-haa-to" haM.Weiiergency situations in which an
injured person is suffering from the following: shock: severe bleed-
ing: respiratory failure, bale injuries, hypothermia: frostbite, heat
stroke, beat exhaustion, heat cramps: burns: and radiation sickness.

qft,

Students will explain haw to move an injured person if necessary in an
emergency situation..

Analysis of field test data indicates that the project has successfully(

achieved these objectives:, and is favorably. received by the target audience.

Your Chance 'lb Help was selected frame list of possible titles recom-

mended by project staff and bylthe students as the pilot test 'site at Mesa

Verde High School in Citrus Heights, California. The final approval was made

'by DCPA staff.

Student Manual

In most respects thestudent manual follows the guidelines specified in

the curriculum design presented in Section II of this report. Variations from

the design were briefly noted'there and reasons for those alterations were

discussed-1h Section III.

The concleted student manual contains 206 gages. The design plan for

the book specified tfie use of whitd space in such a way that the studentS.ould .

find the material visually easy to comprehend. It was intended, then, to pro-

vide "breathing space" throughout the book in order to facilitate student-use

of the material . 'leachers were advised to recommend that students keep the

01.
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student manual as a reference Wok, and to use blank areas in the manual to

add to and update material.

on 71Yrti-Vart-chaptersras-fo1lows.

1. Where to Begin 6. Cold Mather Energencies
'2. Shock 7. Hot Heather Emergencies
3.. Severe Bleeding 8. Burns
4. Breathing Failure 9. Emergency Transportation
S. Fractures 10.L!adiation Sickness

The first chapter presents basic procedures to be used in. case of any

injury. The other nine chapters present proCedures for specific injuries.

These chapter's follow the same basic design. In g4.6eral, they each have six

parts:,

What's the Problem? Atria introductory section describes the
subject of the chapter and poses questions designed to guide students
toward the most important information.

wilere's What Happened. A fictional story with pictures describes
and illustrates correct casualty care procedures for a particular
kind of injury. The story shows'the correct procedures being
applied by a teenager in a disaster situation. Sentences in the.
story which cmtain important Pets about casualty recognition
and care are aet in italics for easy student identification.

What's A the St . The pre-story questions are restated to
aid student omprehengion.of the casualty care fatts presented
in the story. Students are expected po take their answers
directly; from the italicizedwards in the story. Wt this point
in the chapter, their answers mould not include all possible
information about a given casualty care procedure, only that
information given in the story itself.)

What Are the Facts? This section restates important facts'
about the injury, including how to identify it, how to care for
it, and how to keep it from getting worse. .

What Can You Do? A detailed, step-by-step description of basic
casualty care procedures for dealing with the injury is.pre-
sented here. Included are illuitrations of the procedures
described as well as warnings about what not to do.

Getting It Together. A series of multiple-choice questions tests
student comprehension of the unit at the most basic level. This
can be used by teacher and/or students as an evaluation procedure.
It can also be duplicated and given as a pre-twit for each chapter.
(tbtR: In the first two chapters each question has only one

oarrect answer; thereafter each question may have more than One cor
rect,ansmr. Teachers arc encouraged to give 't.for each correct

answer, rather than for each question; students I thus have a

more accurate picture of what they'have learned.)

33 37
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Cbjectives for each of .the ten' chapters are as follows:

Chapter One: Were M Begin
MO-PANGS 'BEM VICSAL.011.1ECPIVE: Students will explain the incortance

Of knowing casualty prevention and care procedures and will describe some
general ways to help an 'injured person in an emergency situation.

As they work toward that objective, students will:

1. why casualty prevention and care procedures should .
relatifs:Ind before the students need to use them.

'2. Describe the general purpose of Your Chance to Help and
ylentify programs or courses that can help them learn and
practice actual casualty prevention and care procedures.

3. Name acme generil ways to handle the anergency care of an
azruxiacl person.

Chapter 2Vmoi Shock

1.04G-RANGESEHAVIOPAL OBJECTIVE: Students will explain how to handle

an emergency situation in whip an injured person is suffering from shock.
As they work toward thadobjective, students will:

1. Describe a situation in which shock can occur and explain
why shock is a serious problem.

2. Identify sane conram signs of shock.

3. Nan sane basic steps they can follow to care for someone in
Zac

Chapter Three: Severe Bleeding
ICING-RANGE BEHAVIOIIAL 06313LTIVE: Students will explain how to handle an

emergency situation in which an injured person is bleeding severely.
As they work toward that objective, students will

1. Identify sevire bleeding as a casualty which requires immediate
care.

2. EXplain how to tell when bleeding is severe.. -
3. Name wee basic steps they can follow to care for someone

Raileeding severely.
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-Chapter !bur: Breathing Failure .

Illiev-RAN31f BENAVIORAL OBJECITVE: Students will exp Lain how to handle an
emergency situation in which an person stops breathing.

As they work toward that objective, students will: t.

1. Describe situations in which breathing failure can occur and
identifx this faiiiireas a casualty which rewires innediate
care.

2. Here the best method for stivirg .someone artifical respiration
W-desribe the basic steps involved in this method.

3. Describe other ways to help meow who stops breathing.

Chapter Five: Fractures
LONG -RANGS BEHAVIORAL OBIECTIVi: Students will explain how to handle

an emergency situation in which an iniuredserscn is suffering from a fracture.
Aethey work toward that objective, students

1. Identify maroon signs of iracture.

2. Describe basic steps they can folio; to care for someone who
ha-777 acture.

3. List examples of materials they can use for splints, ties,
and padding.

Chapter Six: Cad Weather Emergencies
laIG-PANGE'BEIRVIORAL OB3ECIIVE: Students will explain how to handle,

ar emergency situation in which an injured person is suffering from either
exposure or frostbite.

As they bmiltrk toward that objective, students will:
1. Ccepare 'and amtrast exposure and frostbite and identify common

signs of each.

2.. Describe ways to care fir someone suffering from exposure and
someone suffering. from frostbite.

3. Name sale ways to prevent cold 'weather emergencies.

Chapter Seven: Ibt i*.ither Emergencies
LONG -RANGE BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: Students 4111 ex in how to handle

an emergency situation in which someone is suffering from heat stroke, heat

35
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exhauseion, Or heat crafts.

AS they. work toward that objective, students will:

a.. Identify ccanon signs of heat stroke, heat exhaustion, and heat
crams.

2. Describe ways to care for saneone suffering fractilleat exhaustion,
- sormacFretufferirig from heat stroke, and ealeone Metering from

heat craws. -...-

3. Explain hcfi'to keep these hat tleathel mergencies from getting
Worse.

Chapter Eight: Burns

. LONG- RANGE. ZEHAVIOPAL 0113ELTIVE: Students will explain hew to handle an
emergency situation in which someone has been burned.

As they work toward that objective, students will:

oxturn signsof first, second, aml third degree burns
ibe the seriousness of each.

2. Explain hcff to help relieve the pain of sateateltx..: has been
burnt'. -

3. Descrihe ways to care for first, second, and third degree burns
and to prevent infection.

Chapter Nine: Dergency Transportation
..11=-14R10E BEliekORAL OSTECTIVE: Students will mlain how to wove an

injured person if necessary in an emergency situation.

As they work toward that objective, students will:

1. Ccepare and axttrast situations in which injured person should
not be moved and in which an injured person :lust be moved.

2. Describe some basic steps they can follow to move an injured
. person with a blanket or similar item.

3. Describe'ways to move an injured: person when a blanket or similar
ites not available.

Chapter' Mete Radiation Sickness

ICING-MNGE BEIRVIORAL OforrrvEt Students will explain how to handle an .

eriergency situation in which sommorie is suffering from radiation sickness.

It
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As they work toward that objective* students will:

. -.Identify the signs of radiation sickness.

2. Describe ways to care for =acne who is suffering from radiation
sickness!

3. Explain ways. they can protect themselves from radiation in the
event of a possible nuclear explosion.

Summaries of the ten chapters are as follows:

Chat:Oran: Mere lb Begin

FAT'S THE PROBLEM? when disaster strikes, it's too late to learn how to

care for they injured peOple: Casualty care must be learned before you need

td use it.

IS THIS? The purpose of Your Chance to WI' is to introduce .you to

the ptevention and care of casualty disasters.

. WIDiThEC6 IT? Disasters can hapi;n to anYone. Sometimes hours pass be-

fore qualified medical help arrives at the scene of a disaster. Wall need

to be prepared.

WHAT CAN YOU DO? First aid training is invaluable. If you've never

enrolled in a first aid course* do so. If you've had a first aid course* re-

fresh your knowledge and practice, your skills from time to tie.

SO LET'S BEGIN. Any disaster seems unreal no matter how hard you try to

comprehend it. When you have to handle the emergency care of an injured per-

sans 1) accept the situation; 2) have confidence; 3)* get medical help quickly;

4) stay calm; 14 emerve carefull 6) think how the victim feels; 7) help the

victim relax; 8) ddn't arm the ctlm; 9) don't play expert; 10) do only what

you must.

ONE MORE TINE. ten ral ways to handle the emergency care of an.

injured person are revi

GETTING IT TOGETHER. Multi ice questions test student recall of

basic casualty care procedures.

I .1

Chapter Mot Shock

WHAT'S THE PROBLB4? Osenelks someone is seriously injured, such basic

ft:notices as breathing blood circulation are iapaired. This dangerous

body state is called shock.

JERE'S WHAT HAPPENED. After an earthquake, Roberto Diaz and Bill Rogers

Mj
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discover that a heavy bookcase has fallen on Ibterto's younger. brother Carlos.

Having taken a first aid course, Puberto realizes that his brother is in shock

and, while waiting for an aMhulanoe to arrive, follows certain basic steps to

prevent his brother's condition from becoming worse.

WHAT'S IN THE STORY? ShOrt-answw_. questions check student recall of those ,

casualty care pocedures\Bot stuk given in the story.

WHAT ARE THE FACTS? Shock can cause, death. Same signs of shock are

pale, cool, moist skin; shallow, irregular breathing; fast-beking and

general weakness, sickness. or confusion. Since the signs of shoc15, nct

always readily apparent, one.should always assume-Alt a seriously injured
.

person is in shock.
/

MT CAN YOU me lb care for someone in shobk: 14 /have the person lie

4.1-,411 and stay quiet; 2) make the person ccelortable; 3) make sure the person

is in no,further dangel; 4) get medical help as ckly as possible; 5) stay

with the victim until medical help arrives; don't describe the in Isles or

do anything else to upset the victim. Iryadditon, given specific °mations,

there are four ways to position a vi

IF HELP IS DELAYED. In certat6 cases an hour after the injury has oc-
.

curred--the victim can be g' small doses of a special mixture of baking

soda, salt, and lukewarm

(SING TOCEITR. MUltiple-choice questions check student recall of

casualty care dies for shock.

Chapter . Severe Bleedin.

VAIA^" THE PEOBLEM? If a large vein or artery is cut, a person can bleed

to in one minute or less.. Like breathing failure aria-pdisonimg, bleed-

in emergencies require iimmediate care.

HERE'S WHAT HAPPENED. During a hurricane, the glass from a crashing

picture severely cuts Gramma's arm. Pam works quickly to stop the bleeding

and move the old woman out of danger. With the help of Mr. Willibms, a neigh-

bor, the wound is bamporarily bandaged and the victim is treated for shock.

Pam stays with Gtamma while bh Williams gets medical help.

WHAT'S IN THE STORY' Short-answer questions check student recall of those

casualty care procedures for severe bleeding given in the story.

WHAT ARE THE PACTS? Severe bleedimg can be recognized by t' -ey, the blood

is lost. Gushing blood means that a major vein has been cut. spurting blood
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means that an artery has been cut. Both cases are serious and require immediate

care. This involves stopping the bleeding, securing medical help, and treating

the Victim for shock until medical help arrives. (It may also be necessary to
trove the victim to a safe place.) Tburniquets should not be used to stop bleed-

!*

Ind unless you "MOW exactly how and when to use then.

MAT CAN YOU DO? 3tr care for sonecme who is severely bleeding, apply di-

rect pressure to the wound while elevating the wounded part of the body. If

4___ bleeding- continues, try to locate and use pressure: points. Cover the wound with

a clean dressing and hold the dressing in place with a bandage. Wrap and tie

the bandage carefully.
GETTING IT TOGETHER. Miltiple-choice questions check student recall of

casualty care procedures for severe bleeding.

Chapter Fbur: Breathing

WHAT'S THE PROBLEM? Within three minutes, lack of oxygen can cause brain

damage. Within four to six minutes, it can cause death. Like severe bleeding

and poisoning, breathing failure requires ininediate care.

HERE'S WATHAPPENED. Andy, Jean, and JoAnne are caught in p flash flood
while hiking through a desert canyon. Andy falls, hits his head on a (rook; "
and ends up unoonscious in the water. After fishing him out, JoAnne gives him

mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. Croce he has begun to breatie again, she and Jean

treat him for shock while two tither hikers get medical help.

BEAT'S IN THE STORY? Short-answer questions check student recall of those

casualty care procedures for breathing failurd given in the story.

WHAT ARE THE,FACT61- 'Situations in which breathing failure can occur

include: drowning, heart attack, chokfng, electric shock, gasior drug Poison-

ing, a sharp blow on the head, and,post-injury shock. In every case, breathing

failure must be cared for inmectiatly. I

WHAT CAN YOU DO? Mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, which blOws air directly

into the victim's brigs, is the lost efficient artificial respiration method.

Learning the steps of this method requires practice under thel supervision of
I

an instructor. The steps are: 1) clear the airway; 2)* tilt the head back;

3) pinch the node; 4) seal your mouth over the victim's south *and blow hard

into it; 5) listen, watch the chest fall, and breathe in; 6) if no results,

roll the victim on one side, And thump the victim's back 'sharply. In all cases,

repeat the first five steps until the victim is breathing. Afterwards, remember
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to treat the victim 'for shock. Get medical help immediately.

GE:ITIN3 IT =MER. Nultiple-chciice questions check student recall of

casualty care procedures for breathing failure.

. Chapter. Five: Fractures

MAT'S THE PPOBLEM? Broken bones or fractures area 03M1011 injury im*dis-

asters. Since the signs of a bone injury aren't always apparent, every sus-

pected fracture should be treated as if it were a real one. This weans that

the' fracture must be immobilized. ,

HERE'S WIT HAPPENED. Jon and lark are playing in the loft of an old

farm shed when Patti acmes to warn them that a tornado is predicted. As they

rush to the basement, the tornado strikes. Jon is thrown down the ladder and

breaks his leg.. Nark and Patti. irmobilize.the injury by preparing ,a splint
with boards and strips'of cloth. They treat Jan for shock while waiting for

medical help to arrive.

NAT'S eIN THE SIORY? Short-answer questions check student recall of those

casualty carejiroceduies for fractures given in the story.*
WHAT ABE THE FACTS? A break in a bone is celled a fracture. In an open

fracturef`the.skin is broken. __In a closod fracture, the skin is not broken.

Open_ fractures. are more serious because thay can become infected. Although

there are certain visible signs of bone injuries --for examtae,' dis-
. coloraticri, or obvious deforSaityit is often hard to tell when a bone has

been broken. It is ,a good idea to assume that a bone is broken especially if

the victim reports certain thingsfor example, feeling or hearing the bone

snap when the injury occurred.
WHAT CAN YOU DO? 'lb care for someone who has a fracture: I) keep the

victim from moving; 2) find out if 'he victim can report any signs of fractures;

3) treat any wound; 4) immobilize the injury and the joints abate and below
it with a splint; 5) treat for shock.

Gerrn4G IT IDGIVINER. Nultiple-choice questions check student recall of

cas)ralty care procedures for fractolres.

'V Chapter Six: cold Weather Emergencies

, ;VAT'S THE ?mute Cold weather can cruse frostbite and hypothermia

(colmaonly .called exposure)' Both of thes, conditions require emergency care.
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HEFT'S WHAT HAPPENED. A group of five teenagers hiking through the

tains are,caught'n a blizzard. While they head back for camp, Nancy falls

to a stream and; as a result, develops hypothermia. .7he ether four show

of frostbite. The group is saved _by Mr. and Mrs. Kirby who give them

ter in their cabin. While Ws. Kirby stays with the hypothermia and
--"r

tbite victim*, Mr. Kirby gets medical help.

WHAT'S IN 7HE STORY? ShOrt-ansver questions check student recall of those

casualty care procedures for cold weather emergencies given in the story.

WHAT ARE THE PACES? Hypothermia happens when the internal body tenpera-

ture is seriously lowered and the body cannot return to normal on its curl.

Hypothermia can occur in tenperatures as highs 50 degrees, for exanple, when

the Victim has gotten wet. eimptoms are: violent shivering; mumbling, for-

getting things, or not :making sense; feeling drowsy; being unaware of what's

going on. Frostbite is caused by crystals forming in the fluids and,tissues

of the skin. The nostommonly affected parts of the body are the toes, fin-

gers, cheeks, and nose. Signs of frostbite are: flushed skin followed by pale,

glossy'skin; pain followed by severe numbness; blisters.

WHAT CAN YOU DO? To prevent ooldwaatheremergencies: pay attention to

weather forecasts; dress warmly in wool clothing; choose waterproof outer

clothing; don't go,out alone;csxry high-energy food and snack often; limit

your time outside. If hypothermia does occur: get out of the cold; take off

all wet clothing; get warm as quickly as possible; take warm drinks; treat for

frostbite; get medical help. If frostbite occurs: get warm as quickly as

possible, but do not:rub the affected part; elevate the affected part; exercise

the affected part gently; don't break blisters; get medical help.

GO MIND IT TOGETHER. Multiple-choice questions check student recall of

casualty pare procedures for cold ueatherenergencies.

Chapter Seven: Hot Weather Emergencies

. WHAT'S THE PROBLEM? Hot weather can cause heat stroke, heat exhaus-

tion, and heat cramps. All three conditions require emergency care.

HERE'S WHAT HAPPENED. The five teenagers from the previous story meet

with Mr; George, their outdoor living teacher, to plan another hike. After

their snowstorm experience, they realize the importance of studying survival

rules and review ways to care for heat stroke, heat exhaustion, ,and heat cramps.
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WHAT'S IN THE sroren Shori-anamer questions cheek student recall of those

casualty care procedures for hot weather emergencies given in the story.

;MAT ARE ME FACES? Of the three hot weather airer?incies discussed in

the story, heat stroke is the most serious. It is most likely to occur among

those who are in same way weaker than normalfor example, the elderly.

Symptoms are: high body temperature; fast pulse; bot, red, .dry akin; uncon-

sciousness. Heat exhaustion and heat cramps are both.caued by a loss of body

salt. The Symptoms of heat exhaustion are: pale, Inoistiiax)110:in; weakness,

headache; dizziness, nausea; cramps and vomiting. lbe symptoms of heat cramps

are Muscular pains' and spasms usually occuring first in the legs and stomach:

MT CAN YOU DO? TO care for someone who has heat stroke, try to lower

the body temperature as quickly as possible. DO this, far aerrple, by giving

the victim a cold bath or by applying cold, peeks: sib treat heat exhaustioti

and heat cramps, help the victim replace the salt that has been,Iost by the

body. For heat exhaustion: give the victim Sips of salt water; have the.

victim lie down and elevate feet; _loosen the victim's clothing; apply cool,

wet cloths and fan victim; do not.ot continue giving fluids if victim vanits;

advise the victim,to rest. Ibr heat crimps: put firm, gentle pressure on the

cramped muscles' or massage them; give the victim sips of salt water.

GETTING IT =NEER. bigtiple-choice questions ..check student recall of

casualty care procedures for hat weather emergencies.

Es t: Burns

WHAT'S THE PROBLEM? Burns are classified as first, second, or third

degree according to the amount Of danage done to the skin and the tissue

beneath it. Third degree burns usually require hospitalization.

HERE'S WHAT HAPPENED. The smell of smoke awakens Sadie and per younger NI

sister Madelyn one night wile their parents are out. They soon discover that

there is a forest fire on an island near their summer cabin. Looking through

binoculars, Sadie sees that Mt. Riley, who lives on the island, is in trouble.

Mile Madelyn runs oft to get help, Sadie rows out to the island with a first

aid kit. She dresses and bandages Mfr. Riley's burned atom and one shoulder

and treats .blim for shock while waiting for help to arrive.
1

WHAT'S IN THE STORY? Short-answer questions 'check student recall of those

Casualty care procedures for burns. given in the story.

V
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'MAN:THE FACTS? A first degree burn, the least serious, causes red-

dening of he skin and will usually heal itself. A second degree bUrn damages

the tissue under the skin, often causes blisters, and requires medical help. 'A

third degree burn may char or bum away skin and requires medical care and, in

many cases, surgery. An adult who has suffered burns on more than fifteen per

cent of the body surface (temper cent fdr a chi: d) needs tote hospitalized..

As with all other serious injuries, burn victims should also be treated for

shock.
-A..., 4...

VAIATICAN TOO DO? To care for any burn: keep the surface clean; make sure

that compreihes, dressings, and your hands are clean; prevent 4nfection by

covering the dressing with clean plastic; treat the victim for shock. For

first degtee burns: lessen the pain and tissue damage by cooling the burned

awa--for exanple, soaking in cold wateror use an antiseptic ointment (not

butter). For second and third degree burns: get medical help as soon as

possible; try not to break blisters; do not, use an antiseptic ointment; if

medical help is not immediately available, remove clothing from around the

burned area unleds clothing sticks to the lawn; soak the burned area in cold

water (see exception below); dress and bandage the burn. Exception: for

third degree burns, do not apply cold water if a large part of the body is

burned. When in doubt about what to do, handle the burn as little as possible.

Make sure the victim has been treated for shock.

GETTING IT BIER. Multiple - choice questions check'student recall of

casualty care procedures for burns.

Chapter Nine: EnammIcyllmugmtation

MAT'S THE PROBLEM? Ai a general rule, injured people should not be

moved until they receive proper emergency care. They must be moved, however,'

if their lives are endangered by staying where they are.

HERE'S WHAT HAPPENED. Jeff has a summer job in an oil refinery. One

day there is an explosion during which mr. Walenski, the foreman, suffers a

broken leg. The injure9an warns the others that he should not be moved

until he receives emergency care. Since the first exploSion has started a

fire and since the danger of a second explosion is,indinent, however, Jeff

convinces him that he most be moved. Using a tarpaulin, Jeff and the others

acme Mr. Walenski outside to a safe place. .

WHAT'S IN 21E STORY ?" Short - answer questions check student recall of those

casualty care procedures for emergency transportation given in the story.
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t . ViliT ARE THE 'FACTS? Situations in which a seriously-injured person roust

be moved 'include: the threat of fire or explosion; exposure tt poisonous gas;
danger of draining; the threat of walls or buildings Collapsing. If an in-
jured person has to be moved but not instantly, give the person emergency care
firstfor, maple, stop serious bleeding, make sure breathing is normal,
splint broken tones. .

?HAT CAN YOU 102 Th trove an injured person with a blanket or similar
item: 1) fold .the cloth into pleats; 2) place the -"loth as Close to the
victim's body as possible; 3) roll the victim an his or her side facing away,
from the cloth; 4) push the cloth up against the victim's body and then let
the victim lie back again; 5) unfold the cloth and wrap it around the victim;
6) lift the cloth by its upper corners and drag it along until you reach a
safe place. If a cloth is not available, move the injured person by the
upper or lower part of the body as long as that part is not injured. If there
are no broken bones, carry the victim. If there are no leg injuries and the

victim is conscious, help him or her to walk. If you' have a helper, use a
dmir to carry the victim. .

Gor= IT CIVER. Nultiple-choice go. estions4r M check student recall of,
casualty care procedures for emergency transportation.

.

i .
Chapter Ten: Radiation Sidcness 0

muffle s THE PROBLEM? Radiation sickness occurs Olen someone has been

exposed to radioactivity as the result of either a nuclear barb explosion or ..

a serious accident in an atonic Fader plant. Neither of these disasters has
ever occured in the (kilted States.

HERE'S MAT HAPPENED. Joe Olivero is awakened late one night:, by his
father and by a warning attack signal outside. Joe, his brother, and parents
arrive at the camtunity fallout shelter in a nearby MCA nunents before a
nuclear bomb is dropped an a city fifteen miles away.. People coming into the

. shelter after the blast follow instructions to avoid contaminating the Shelter
with radioactive dust. Joe and his brother help Civil Defense workers care
for those suffering front radiation sickness.

,
WHAT'S m THE S1 f? Short-anomr questions check student recall of those

-"Welty care procedures for radiation sickness given in the story.
( ow ARE THE FACTS? Radiation sickness is caused by invisible radio-

active rays that oats from dust created by a nuclear blast. This dust is carried
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by wind to places far &cm the blast site. The first signs of radiation sickness
are headache,' nausea and vomiting, and collapsing or fainting.

MAT CAN YOU IX)? The first 48 hours after a nuclear blast are the lost
_dangerous. Get to a shelter and stay there.' If you can't get to .a shelter,
wing in the opposite direction may help. The heavier the shelter, the mare
protected you'a be. If you have been exposed to radioaCtivity: 1) get to a
Shelter as quickly as possible; 2) remove clothiLl; 3) shier or sponge off,
if possible; 4) if helping others, uear.disposable gloves and clothing; 5) take
and/or give medication for gadiation sickness;:6) treat for serious injuries.

GErrna IT =ETHER. jiltiple-choice questions check student recall of
casualty care procedures for radiation sickness.

. Thera are a total of 85 pen-and-ink illustrations in the student manual.
The sketches in Your Chance to Help are serious in nature and do not attept
to b.e. Invorous due to the more serious content. The °over specifications call
for the same four colors as those used for the cover of Your Chance to Live.

Each of the ten chapters contains two major sketches which illustrate
the story, section of the chapter. One of these two shows the dis-
aster situation at the -tine the injury is occurring. The second sketch shows
the teen-ager in the story applying the correct casualty care procedure to
the victim.

!Additional illustrations in each chapter ohm visually the specific steps
in a given casualty care procedure. Although sae consideration was given
to spacing of sketches, the primary guidelines for the inclusion of a given
sketch at a given point was its value in tame of visual representation of a
specific step described in the text. Sketches were checked with the Red
Cross for validity of the position and procedure illustrated. Extensive re-
visions of several sketches were done by an in-house artist to achieve standards
of excellence held by FM as well as by DC PA and Red Cross.

Final revitsions of sketches in the stuient manual involved redoing nine
sketches in order to isporve the represen. tation of black people and other
minorities. ILavisions were done with the consultation of Ms. Francine Lewis,
a black woman who has prepared guidelines for selecting bock illustrations
from a bladc perspective for young children.. Revision focused on the following
areas:

.Showing characters (black and other minorities) with varing
skin hues (from dark to light ocatplexion.$), a range clf hair
textures and hair styles, with variations in lip, elf, and
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role formations and body builds.

.:.`lowing minorities with facial features and body postures
which are alive and demonstrate expressions compatible with
the situations.

Showing minorities wio do not appear to be all alike, with
unidentifiable characteristics or individuilily:

Showing all skin hues in an artistic manner which looks natural.

Te cover design was developed to coordinate with the cover of Your Chance
to Live, while presenting a more specific indication of the content of the
manual.

Aspect of the two covers which te include:
the use.of an eagle as a part of the design,

- a banner with the title of the manual displayed on it,

the use of the same cover, with minor alterations, for the
teacher's manual, and ,

use of the same four colors blue, red, yellow and black.'

AdditiOns or changes at the casualty care manual cover include:
a shield design to symbolize protection as well as to suggest
that the publication is official, and

the inclusion of a sketch done in the style found within the book,
and which stmmerizes the spirit and attitudes expressed in the
total project (that of a yam person assisting an injured
person in time of disaster.)

Throughout the student manual, attention has been paid to having a balance
tetwen male and female *helpers" and *victims" so that students are aware
that injuries can occur to anyone, and that fannies are as capable as males
in caring for 'those injuries. It is hyped that this guideline will aid young
women in improving their cam :elf -image and confidence in thei ability to
handle eueigency situations, and will also `i!jtve young men the reassurance
that they need not be esFeCted to carry the Inn den of handling an emergency
alone. While these assimptions might seem 44 'r,s, obvious, it takes only a
cursury appraisal of many publications today see that they are not always
eq:ressed..

Apo, special consideration has been paid to representing ethnic groups
as they are represented nationally. (Oe the student manual will be
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distributed throughout the United States, all areas of the nation oust be

oonsicleredt+ in this regard, the,style of sketches posed sale difficulty:

they are not sufficiently refin'id to present ethnic differences in great
detail., Within this constraint, attention tee paid to depicting black people

accurately and to including people of varying skin hues and facial features.

In addition to the depiction of ethnic groups in the sketches themselves,

consideration was given to choosing ethnically distinct cures (such as Pawn
and Carlos) for characters in the stories.

Also in omsideration of the geographic distribution of the materials,
stories were set in various areas' of the country, or were set in general types

of geographic locaticns. so that students in that kind of geography could

identify with the area. Palming is a list of that division. along with the

specific chapter title as it finally appears in the student manual, and the
type of disaiter in which the injury occurs (chapter one has no specific story,

but mentions three possible situations.)

\

LES93N

WHERE i) BEGIN

SHOCK

SEVERE BLEEIANG

4 BREATHING FAILURE

FRACIWifs

ODD WEATHER
DERGENCY

Ht71' WERTHEFt

4 EtERGENCY

BUSNS

DIER3ENCY
TRANSPORATICW

:di RADIATION SIC1EES

DISASTER

(1) Burn/Industrial
Accident

(2) Severe Bleeding/
Earthquake

(3) Breathing Failure/
Flash Flood

Earthquake

Hurricane

Flash Flood

ilbrnado

Snow Storm

Mat Wave

Sorest Fite
l

Industrial &plosion

Nuclear Attack
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LOCATION

Urban area

San Francisco

Desert in western
United State

Southern California

Florida

Colorado River

Rural area
(probably midwst)

Veen tain area

t4ountain arm

Vacation area
(lake & trees)

Urban area

Urban area
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Ill present variety in the stories, the point of view was varied. Fbr

exanple in. Chapter So, "Shock," the story was told from the third-person point

of view; that is, the story- eller was mit involved in the events of the story,

but was viewing it from outs de the action. The third-person point of view
.

was used for four of the ten chapters. Five of the stories -were told from
the first-person point of view; that is, the person telling the story was ___ _

also involved in the action of the story him- or herself. {Chapter One has no

story.)
The chapters which are told from the third-person point of view are

Shook
Severe Bleeding
Emergency Transportation
Radiati.ce Sickness

"The chapters told from the first-person point of view are:
i3reathing Failure
Fractures
Cold Iftaitier Emergencies
HGt May.her thergencies

IBurns

In caz,.:s where the first-person point of view is used, the person telling
the story is also the person affecting the rescue or giving the emergency
treatment. In one story "Fractures". that person is also the one who is in-

jured. This is done. to illustrate that one value of laming casualty care
procedures is that, even in situations where you might be injured yourself,

you can still give meow else instructions for correctly carrying out tie:
steps necessary to care for your injury and protect you from further injury.

In one story "Severe Bleeding" the mein .character Ancmos that they should

take sore protective measures against the hurricane, but aces not feel con-
fident enough to make the point to her Greats tiler. This was.,included to
shcisi young people that they may find themselves in a situation where an adult

may overrule them. Hopefully, they would also see (as Grandmother later does)
that they may be wise to insist if they are sure the protective measures are

necessary.
In "Cold Mather Energencies", and. "Breathing Failure" the point is made

that nature is tat allays predictable and that if you are going into country

with which you are lobed/Jar, you would be wise to learn all you can about it

- . .
.7::
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in advance. Other exasples of "mini-lessons" *Mica in the situations of,
the various stories are as follows:

Burns - need for ccsavapication system even in retreat
situation.

Diergency Transportation - older mail scornful off-teen-agers
ability to know boat to do, in an energar...4y; changes

to respect as teenagers demnstrate their ability to
handle an stergency.

Radiation Sickness - not only adults iho can assist in
energencies; teen-agers can offer their assistance
also.

lb add variety to the manual, the (veiling style of the stories was varied.

Ebliowing is a list of opening lines of each story:

LESSON OPENER

II. SHOCK.,.. It was a peaceful Friday afternoon in a small
Southern California tom. School was over for
the day, and Roberto Diaz had brought his :Mend
Bill tigers hose with him. The two boys were
in the kitchen raiding the refrigerator. In the
dining room, Roberto's younger brother Carlos
was already eating. a snack. He was the, only
other person in the house.

III. SEVERE BUM91NG lien they first heard the warnings on the TV news
Pam felt a little shiver of fear go all through
her. She knew about _hurricanes, of course, main-
ly f cn her anther who hid growl up here in
Florida. But Pan had always lived in Chicago,
and even Olen she had visited Greare'in the
amour --like now- -she had never been in one.

J{

XV. BREATHING FAILURE .. .... In the first drops of rain began to fall. we
threw our backpacks beside a rock, and headed
for a all cave above the trail. We would wait
out the shower, we decided, before continuing our
seven-mile hike damn narrow Supai Canyon on the
Colorado River. We v. ere heading for a camp-

ground just beyond the Havasupai Indian Village
at the bottom of the canyon.

V. FRPL1URES It started out like any other Saturday. My friend
Mark, and I were out working on our clubhouse.
It's in the loft of an old run-down shed on my
Aunt's and farm. I live in tow, but I
spend a lot of time there.
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VI. OCCD ;AMER DC Ift oust have trode.guite a picture the four of
us *taxed in blankets and sleeping bags with our
feet in pens of warm water. itt were either sit-
ting very carefully on our bands or had them
tucked under our arupits. .

VII. NV WEATHER DC Several weeks -after our slowitorm-inf-June exper-
leave, the fitie of usItandk, Jereifer, Mike, Randy,

. and I-g.tt together at W. 08Orge.s house.
wanted to tell him about our adventure, and.plan
another hike, if he was willing to sponsor us.
10 also tendered if he would recommend school
approval for our club. Jie cleared that up right
away.

VIII. BUMS It bras thejettest sum er' J mould reassber. I
seas really geld when our fmaily .left the city
and went up to the lake at%the beginning of
at19.1114.4- It wasn't very far -fray the city, but
I thought it would be cooler up there. Boy, did
I.get a surprise: Yoieve heard of going "out of
the frying pen intq the fire ?" 1011, that's just
share we went:..,

IX. DISIVENCY
TRANSPOSTATICV Sore of the guys in .Jeff' high sschool,had teased

him about *spending the smear shoveling dirt.* .

But as far as Jeff was concerned, the laugh was
an thorn.

X. RADIATION SIMMS On the night that we to chartge..his life, Joe .

Olivero did not sleep very soundly. In fact, tie
hadn't expected to be-able to sleep at all. Like
the rest of his family, he ma too worried to
sleep. 'Me radio had been on all day. And nobody
had talked about anything except whether or not
war was going to ozreand what might happen if
it did.

lithe Teacher's Manual

The teacher's manual is 129 pages long, and is divided inbrten chapter;
corresponding to the ten chapters in the student ual. Chaeter title pages
coordinate with the student manual in type style layout..

ilte. teacher's manual provides an in .d which include the fnllowing
o sections:

itstionale. A brief discussion states why study of casualty 'care
procedure is int:octant.

Purtose. Ihe origin and purpose of the Your 6, 'lb Hel materials
is explained.

WO
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I.

a Using this Program in Your Classroom. Some general suggestions are given
to assist the teacher in presenting the
the danger of casualty care misinforms

Z. .Studeni Questionnaire. Six
I lore -the study begins are given.
determine student experience and .a
is suggested that a similar que
end of the program to determine
in student attitudes.

including a caution about

which might be Asked students
questions help the teacher

tudes Word casualty care. It
could be administered at, the

t changes, if any, have occurred

The Student Manual. A suanery of the student annual is presented to give
the teacher an overview, the student program.

This 2tachiarys Manual. A summary of what is included in the teacher's
!lama/ is preSented.

four am
to

6

tional Resources. Guidelines are given for the
tional resources in three major areas: books,

tragazines, and ilms and telefrision.
,

addition to . introductory sections, an extensive list of additional
> resources is locoloca,td in the back of the teabher's annual. This section is

divided into the sub-sections:

/

.6( each of tip ten chaPters in the,Atudent manual, the teacher's manual
offers the follog categories of information:/.

OWectivesi One long-range and three sliort-term behavioral objectives
t the students should be able to do after studying the

Causes of Disasters
People in Disasters
First itid and Survival.

/* Sweir. Fbr the ocelvenience of the teacher, each part of the chapter
\ is "iefly described.r

i /
ntroducing the Chapter in Class. Suggestions are provided for stimu-

ilating student interest in the material and for relating content to prior
student experiences.

,Meje,,j=tAgs. Suggestions are provided for reinforcing what the
students have learned and for extending the lesson. Each suggested
activity is labeled with the most appropriate class in vihich to use it
for exanple, social science or career educationand the n-ost appropriate
way to organize students for itfor ext.:sole, in small groups. A teacher
lnight choose to all, scone, or ncne of these activities with a par-
ticular class.
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Wtet's In the Story: Simple Answers: After each story, students are
asked to answer a series of essay questions about %that they have read.
Copies of these questions and simple answers for them are provided here.
sIteanswerei are taken from the italic type in the story itself, and are
not 'want to be allAnclusive at this point in the chapter.

Getting It sibgethers Discussion Guide. At the end of each chapter,
students are asked to try a multiple choice quiz about the chapter. A
copy of these questions, the correct angers, and an explar.ttion of the
correct answers are provided here. 0.

Suggested Essay Questions. In addition to, or instead of, the multiple
choice quiz at the and of the chapter, the teacher may wish to use essay
questions to toast student =pretension. Suggested questions and ample
answers for them are provided here.

The teacher's. wanual is organized in such a way that specific pages can
be duplicated and distributed to the students for their use. Possible in-
stances where such duplication Might prove useful include giving students
sets of the chapter objectives and summaries or of the various answer sections

. ("Ones In the Story: Sad le Answers, " "Getting It ilbgethert Discussion

Guide," and "Essay Questions"). -

Peimizsion is granted on the ccpyright pages of both the student and
teacher manuals for teachers to reproduce portions of the materials as needed
for use in classroom situations.

The teacher's manual is designed to fulfill =tract specifications to

develop an "instructor ts guide keyed to the student annual that will allow.
teachers with little expirience in the content area to coordinate learning

evexiesoes."
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SECTION VI: RBZCOENDATIONS

Oansder ticn of a Curriculum Delivery
Apr' fhe purpose of this discussion** define curricula!: as a set of

educational resources thatin a.given content areahave defined and have

roans and methods of instruction and learning.
A iculum delivery system is an organised arrant:Arent of people and

materials that, deliver a given curriculum to users, and develop institutional
and personnel capability in implementing and maintaining the curriculun.

Curricula, developed in a well established (traditional) subject matter
area (such as the 3.R.'S, science, history, etc.) are usually adapted/used
based on their awn merit and as a rule may not. need the kind of delivery

system as indicated above.
In case the curriculun content area is non-traditional or non - conventional,

such as in the case of Your Chance lb Help, the availability of a curriculun
delivery systemas a ruleis essential.

The main components (or subsystems) of a curriculun delivery system will

include the following:
. a Dissemination/Diffusion Program;
. 2ta-.1ei Orientation/Training Program;

. Institutional Adoption/Adaptation Manual

. Evaluation Mama;

. a Program Dekriptica &u nary; and

. a Guide for the Management of the Delivery System.
The curriculum project as completed did not address the design /development

of a Delivery Systau. The design of such p system should proceed only if the
curriculum was developed and was found to be viable. It is proposed, there-
fore, that consideration be given to the design _and develocrtent of a Delivery
System for the Your Chance 'lb Help curriculum.

The first two coripments presented above are now discussed in more detail.

DiSSENRillatice/Dif fusion Program

Direct mail, intermediary, piggybacking, and media strategies are four
major dissemination/delivery categories. It would be useful to conduct further

study of distribution systems relevant to Your Chance to Help, employing an
experimental approach whereby areas of the nation are randomly assigned to
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deliveW "treatments" which involve carefully specified expenses and benefits.

An effective field experiment can lay a strong foundation for policy formu-

lation by testing policy innovations in the real world and controlling statisti-

cally for alternative explanations and outside interferences. -

We know much about the advantages and disadvantages of alternative de-

livery mechanisms. Shotgun mailing is easy and cheap but it scatters impact

and may be wasteful. Use of an internediaryoffers the benefits of direct

personal interaction, but it requires considerable training and careful selec-

tion of personnel to avoid possible backfire. Piggybacking allows financial

savings, but provides less control over the product and risks the possibility
of a reverse halo effect. Use of media as a dissemination vehicle also mekits

further study, since different forme have noticeably different effects. A

transportable vehicle can ensure personal contact and can be highly effective,

but it is also expensive, considering its Limited outreach. rbtivational

films can also produce results, bat they Iasi be folloued up with materials

which direct desired action.,

We need to use our knowledge of these and other strategies to develop
alternative treatments which can be rigorously .compared for cost and effect.

In addition, we should compare them with regard to impact in times of varying

stresses, usefulness in staff college training and effectiveness in different

situations, e.g., mandated vs non-mandated instruction or training. In every
comparison, the essential question is: what is the best strategy for a given

situation and a given level'of expenditure?

leacher Orientation/Training Program
Although the materials were designed specifically4S that they could be

used"by teachers who have little or no training in casualty care, it seems

obvious that such training would prove to be,an advantage. In addition to

inproving the presentation of the materials, teacher training would be an

effective way to increase use of the manual. A consideration of the possible

methods for providing such training and of the materials and other resources

which might be necessary would be worthy of DCPA's attention.

Ole possibility might be a teacher training film designed to motivate

casualty care instruction by pointing out potential benefits to students and

exploring effective instructional strategies for teachers. The development

of a brief instructor's course, with appropriate materials, might also be

considered. It would seem advantageous to consult the National American Fed

r
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Cross regarding the possibility of their participation in such a teacher

training cosporsent for theie materials.

Cpetational matins
A logical step that would follow the field testing prograra we have now

concluded is the operational testing of the curiiculun..., Operational testing

would be soaped to involve several regions and at least three sites per region,
(rural, suburban, urban). Operational Vating would provide opportunity for:

the assessment of the usefulness of the materials in a variety of
formal and informal educational settings!

the testing of the curriculum in various regions of the countrz

the infusion of the curriculum into various subject matter contexts, and
trying out various tine :ramie of utilization and sequencing.

The information ained from operational testing uvula allow:

an empirically based design :of curriculum delivery systems,
the final revision of materials, and

and an extended basis for making judgment about the adequacy and
usefulness of the curriculum. .

Operational testing could be acarplished in the time frame of one year.

National. Diffusion and Assessrent

. The two final steps in the development - diffusion program involve the

national diffusion of the curriculum and the assessment of its *mot. Dif-

- fusion would_ be carried out as the delivery systan designed earlier

%mid be implemented. A national assessment would e'en follow acout a year

Revision and FUxther Development

It sho0 be noted that Your Chance to Help was not developed under the

laboratoryts normally rigorous prmedures of research and development, due

to constraints of time, budget, and pressing need. The mantisl itself represents
a good start; its value and efficacy is demonstrated by field test results.

However, it might be noted that, given the extensive distribution plans for

the manual, a revised product might be in order. Revision might include the
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following;

e. Sketches reproduced in sore detail and with an attempt
to present a more realistic approach. Use of a "wash"
technique might*te °considered.

The print in the bbok, currently in typewriter type,
might be reset in type face for a more polished im-
pression.

The student manual _might be presented in binder form
so that students can t.soke notes and remove or all
materials as the need.arises., Pocket pages might be
included so that clippings, etc. can be added.

ma teachers' manual could be similarly revised .in
format.. It could be placed in 'binder form with the
print only on the right page. The left page could
then be used for a daily-log and special planning.
Pocket pages would alsb be valdable for the teacher's
clippings and additional notes.. A special page

t- might be included for the 'teacher 'to note the best
activity or activities. 'lb provide.. for easy feed-
back to FWV-DCp..A from the teacher, an addressed Run-
back page could ke included.

An alternative format recommendation would call for
packaging the student materials as ten individual
units. (cbnsiderable student`support for small unit
packages of his sort was in evidence the Jughout the
pilot and field test phase of this project). Such
packaging would encourage the use of the chapters as
individualized learning units.

Additionally, new materials should be cieisidered. These materials would

proceed in accordance with Sa.'s carefully designed and tested research and

development cycle of prat type development, testing, revision, further testing,

and final product developrent to ensure a predictable and successful outcome.
The first area of concern for *further development is grade level or

target audience for DMA educational materials. Field test results show that

the manual in general succeeds in reaching its target audience of junior and

senior high school students. However, there is evidence indicating a remain-

ing need to include elementary grades in the overall target population. (Infor-'

sal use of these materials at the intermediate level indicate that they could

be adapted to that age group without substantive changes.) Schools and districts

are not systematic or consistent in their assignment of disaster preparedness

instruction to junior and seniorhigh grades. Teachers who rrvst integrate
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casualty care content into lower grade levels will undoubtedly continue to
request sore appropriate materials tor, their classrooms. %

There are several alterns;tivei to be examined by DCPA In response to this

problems One is to develop an additonal version of a student manual for

eletrentary students. A second is 't.o focus on junior high students in terms of

casic text material and reading ability level,, but to additionally develop

and provide / a padcage of resource materials for elementary teachers and

students, including resource lists, a collection 'of existing and/or newly

developed student materials with an individualized learning orientation, and

..lesson or unit guides for teachers. Additional or alternative units might

consist of descriptive and historical material on casualty care.

N,Supplementary materials which might be considered for development include

the following: 4

Vadisit presentationi;'such as filmstrips, slide-tape
presentations, movies, tapes, posters, etc.

A series of tapes dramatizing the stories the
manual, as if they were part of a radio series.
Sound effects and appropriate music could be in-;
cluded. The theme of the series would be stories

submitted by teen-agers telling of incidents in which
they were caught in disaster; situations and responded
in an exemplary manner. The radio series could be
presented as .a contest in which the "listeners" are to
select the winner. Such a series of tapes would be a
espzcialli useful ih classes where students have AL
reading difficulties and could benefit tram the
technique of "reading while listening to the content"
which has proven so effective fOr students with
reading disabilities.

A detailed explanation for bow to set up a mini-
'course in casualty care procedures which would facili-
tate students in multiracial schools in learning the
practical knowledge they need to -get along in an .

urban environment. Such a course would provide
,.students frau various ethnic backgrounds the cp-
porttslity to neat and interact while incerming their
self- esteem and confidence its their abilities.

A detailedetylanatice for bow toset up a course
similar to the one above, but geared specifically
toward young wean. Thelenchasis %rad be upon improv-
ing yoting women's self -image with regard to their
ability to handle emergencies and to be self-reliant.
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M a second step in the testing process, a pilot test should be

Consultants should be specifically designated to evaluate the
materials for accurate nulti-ethnic and non-sekist represents-

woxild.be valuable. in the development of the prototype materials.

developmental results of the above feedback can be tested. It
however* that pilot teat results cannot be ceKefully evaluated
and incorporated into the developrent of thermal product.

begin early in the development process and continue periodically
throughout the project's duration.

be conducted early in the development process. This testing ,situa-

get peculation who would evaluate the -materials in individual

scheduled at a point in the development process where the

should not be scheduled so late in the development process*

tiers in both content and illustrations. This obnsultation should-
'

would select individual teachers and Students from the Star-

sessions with the deweloPer.(e). Feedback from these individuals

!. .
Project Process fixamendaticas

In further projects involving the pioductien of student and teacher
materials, it would be wise to include specific contract provisions for the
following:

itme-on-one" testing of both student and teacher materials should

The basic budget for the actual production of the final pro-
41 ducts (for example, the student and teacher manuals themselves)

should include provision for rapidly increasing costs for both
materials (such as paper) and services (such as artist's fees
and typesetting.) Emphasis should be placed on-the develop-

. sent of materials of professional quality in packaging as well

4 as in content. Today's educational consumer will not settleS.

for less.
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